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Suggestions For Better State
Government Theme of Gov.
Chafee's Annual Address

Panel To Discuss
'The New Morality'
What does the Church
think of sex?
Answer: God made it necessary
to the machinery of the world and
tolerates it, provided the parties
are (a) married, and (b) get no
pleasure out of it.
The late Dorothy Sayer once
wrote the above as a caricature of
Christian ethics, but so appalling
is the contemporary ignorance of
the Christian faith that many persons are liable to applaud the answer for its accuracy. This Thursday" at 4:00 p.m. in Adams Conference Room 1 a panel will discuss "the new morality" - what
it :is, and what the Christian response has been and should be.
Panel members for this Thursday's discussion will include: Dr.
Raymond Holden, Associate Professor of Psychology; The Reverend Raymond Collins of Our
Lady of Providence Seminary; and
The Reverend J. Richard Peck,
Chaplain. The discusProtestant
sion will continue the following
Thursday with Miss Mary Quarles,
Assistant Professor of Sociology,
The Reverend Robert J. McIntyre,
and Mr. Peck as participants.

THURSDAY

(28)

·Modem Language Club Reception: In honor of Dr. Mary
E. Loughrey, retiring in June
as Chairman of the Modern
Language Department. Alumni
Lounge, Roberts Hall. 1-3 p.m.
Oathollc-Protestant Dialogue:
T~pic: "The New Morality"
Participants: The Rev. J. Richard Peck, Protestant Chaplain
and Rev. Robert J. McIntyre,
Catholic Chaplain Library Conference Room 1. 4 p.m.
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Mann Hall Dedication, Cap and

item is included in a bill submitted
to him which requires him to veto
the entire measure rather than
just the item he wishes to reject.
In expressing a desire for change
in this procedure the Governor
explained that many times the
General Assembly includes in the
State budget items which would
be vetoed if submitted separately.
Among Mr. Chafee's suggestiql)S
for change were those which would
make the state positions of General Treasurer and Secretary of
State executive appointments rather than elected offices. Also to be
appointed by the Governor, under
~th;i;,~;::~t~,;~~tir:s~ic:~uld
In making this proposal Mr.
Chafee explained that judges are
now elected by the . General As- .
GOV. CHAFEE
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At the annual Governor's Assembly last Thursday, Governor
John H. Chafee put forth several
suggestions which he felt would
contribute to more efficient administration of the state and local
governments.
Mr. Chafee feels executive powers should be strengthened to meet
modern problems and that the
Lieutenant Governor should be of
the same party as the Governor
so that the state's two top men
could work together as is done
on the National level between the
President and Vice-President.
The Governor expressed the wish
to incorporate an item veto into
measures submitted to him for
approval. Mr. Chafee explained
that many times an unacceptable

FREEDOM

Janice Jacrn.on
Miss MERP of 1966

College
Island
Rhode
t Be
To
WRABanque
HeldTonight
The Women's Recreation Association of Rhode Island College
will hold its annual banquet tonight at 7:30 p.m. at Maria's Restaurant, Park Avenue, Cranston.
Planning for the banquet is being done by the social committee
of the WRA whose chairman Sandy
Patto is working closely with the
president of WRA, Linda Bowner.
Miss Patricia Moore, faculty advisor of the organization, is also
planning for the event.
The evening will feature the
initiation ceremony for the turnover of officers; The names of the
new officers will be announced tonight at the banquet. Also, mugs,
pins, and pin attachments will be
presented to those girls who have
earned specific number of points
by competing in the different
phases of sports offered to RIC
women - intramural and intercollegiate field hockey, swimming,
softball, fencing, tennis, and basketball.

·

Gown Day Scheduled May 5th
Rhode Island College will dedicate a new $1,672,000 classroom
and auditorium building to pioneer
American educator Horace Mann
on May 5, President William C.
Gaige announced recently.
Dedication ceremonies will follow the college'.s annual cap and
gown day program at 2 p.m. at
which honorary degrees of doctor
of pedagogy will be conferred on
Dr. Owen B. Kiernan, Massachus,etts .commissioner of education,
and Dr. James P. Dixon Jr., president of Antioch College in Yellow
Springs, Ohio.

floors of classropms and faculty
offices .. Expected to cost approximately $755,000, with furniture,
the wing is scheduled for completion next spring.
The cap and gown conv~ation
officially opens the commencement season, and is the first function at which seniors wear their
caps and gowns. More than 350
seniors are expected to participate
in anticipation of their graduation
on June 11.
Born in 1796 in Massachusetts,
Mann attended Brown University
and was buried in Providence's
North Burial Ground after his
death in 1859.
After a successful career as a
lawyer and Jegislator in Massachusetts, Mann in 1837 won appointment as the state's first secretary
.
to the state board of education,
Following the television demon- a post now known as commissioner
stration, the students will observe of education. In the 11 years he
another class in session and will DEDICATION
Page 6
then be guided on an extended
Included
facilities.
campus
of
tour
will be the James P. Adams Library, the Mary Tucker Thorp
Residence Hall, the Mary Weber
Hall, the Michael F. Walsh Health
On April 28. the Wesley Club
and Physical Education Center,
the Henry Barnard · School, and of Rhode Island College will prethe Student Center. The mid-aft- sent the film "Parable" in Amos
ernoon coffee break will be taken Assembly Hall. There will be two
in our popular new coffee house showings of the film; the first
located in the Fred J. Donovan showing at 1:00 p.m. and the second at 7:30 p.m. Both presentaDining Center.
Preceding dinner, faculty mem- tions will be followed by a disbers will receive students in the cussion and reactions.
to
was introduced
"Parable"
northwest end of the dining center
and will remain available to them the public in the Protestant and
for questions concerning campus Orthodox Pavilion at the New
the "appetizer York World's Fair. From the
life throughout
hour" and dinner. Available for premiere of this twenty-two minquestions concerning admission to ute color film it became a subRIC both preceding and following ject of extreme controversy. Since
the meal will be Frank A. Bucci, "Parable" has been met with both
director of admissions, and Miss praise and condemnation, the WesJanice T. Drew, admissions offi- ley Club now extends its invitation
will be pro- to the faculty and student body to
cer. Entertainment
vided hy one of our own student attend either or both showings in
performing groups. The dinner will order that they may form their
be sponsored by the Alumni Asso- own opinions. To Christian students "Parable" offers a challenge,
ciation.
Working with the Admission Of- and all who see it will be profice to coordinate the activities of vided with a worthwhile experiCollege Preview Day have been ence.
Patricia Kennedy, Kappa Delta Pi;
Marie Santoro, Alpha Iota Delta;
and Dennis Saccoia.

One of the major figures in the
history of American Education,
Mann was the first commissioner
of education in the Bay State and,
later, the first president of Antioch College.
The building to be n~ed in :his
honor consists at present of an
auditorium with a capacity of 500
persons and a three-story wing
of classrooms, workshops, and faculty offices. It was completed in
February at a cost of $917,000.
Later this spring, however, ,construction is expected to begin on
a second wing, providing four

h

HighSc_001 Juniors
Outstan4ing
f,
Tov·1ewCo11ege L·1e May 3
,

Plans for the 1966 'College Preview Day are nearing completion.
On Tuesday afternoon, May 3,
from 1:00 to 7:00 p.m. selected
juniors from the top 10% of their
high school ,classes in Rhode Island and nearby Massachusetts
will be given an informal introduction to college life at Rhode Island College.
Dennis Saccoia, chairman of the
hospitality committee, will greet
the students in the foyer of Mann
Hall at 1 :00 p.m. and will direct
Greetings will
their. registration.
be delivered by Dr. William C.
Gaige, president of the college, and
the principle address will be given
by Dr. Charles B. Willard, dean
of the college. Following this program, the visiting students will be
escorted to various classroom sessions by members of Kappa Delta
Pi, scholastic honorary society; Alpha Iota Delta, service society;
and volunteers from other campus
groups.
Included in College Preview Day
will be a closed circuit television
Through
teaching demonstration.
the cooperation of Robert P. Danilowicz, assistant professor of audio-visual education and director
of the Audio-visual Center, tapes
from selected classroom lectures
such as biology, mathematics, and
will be
professional orientation
shown.

Wesley Club To
Present 'Parable'

Academic Honesty Statement
•d t G •
ReIease d By P 'reSl en a1ge
On April 20, 1966 the college
on Academic Honesty
Statement
was released ·by President Gaige.
Prepared by a committee of the
Council of Rhode Island College,
and approved by that body and
by the President, the statement
sets forth a definition of plagiarism and describes procedures to
be followed in cases of academic

dishonesty. The three part statement concerns faculty, administration and students, and it establishes a Committee on Academic Honesty which .shall review
cases veferred to it by a classroom teacher or by the Dean of
the College, examining evidence
presented, and providing an opHONESTY

Page 6

Film'VietNamProfile'
May2
ToBeShown

The Baptist Union of Rhode Island College will sponsor the motion picture "Viet Nam Profile"
which was produced by World Vision, Inc., on Monday, May 2, 1966
in Amos Lecture Hall at 4:00 p.m.
and 7 p.m. The film, which is in
color and sound, is eighty minutes
long and deals with the Viet Nam
war as seen by those directly involved and the actions taken by
Christians against the background
of the deprivation and destruction
left in the wake of any war.
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EDITORIALS
... defend to the death ...
An alarming trend seems to be creeping into our American society which is
receiving little notice, or if noticed is going
unchallenged: that trend is the denial to
American citizens of their right to free
expression of their views.
It has become the practice of some of
the highest government officials to- label
as traitors or communists anyone who questions the "infallibility" of our lawmakers.
The opinions being expressed in most
cases are in opposition to the war in Viet
Nam. Those who have expressed their
dissatisfaction with this Asian conflict have the same right to demonstrate peacefully without fear of physical reprisal as
do those who march in support of the Viet
Nam war. An attempted denial of the freedom of expression of which we speak was
in- evidence on our own campus recently
when Rhode Island College students harassed members of the Committee for Nonviolent Action. While one may not agree
with any portion of what the peace-demonstrators wish to convey or the methods
they employ in making their position
known, they. nevertheless have a constitution-backed right to their· opinion.
Omniscience is not an instantaneous inheritance given to· individuals merely be-

cause they have been elected to high office. So long as we possess life our human
endeavors will be subject to error and
while we do not speak of governmental
errors in . any specific area, we do say
something is wrong someplace in our land
when a person can no longer speak his
mind freely without fear of being pelted
with eggs and rocks as was the case in
New Hampshire last week when a group
of peace marchers expressed themselves.
Draft-dodgers and draftcard burners should
very definitely be punished severely and
quickly - these individuals we do not support in any fashion - for these people are
blatant lawbreakers.
There are however, many sincere, patriotic Americans whose conscience has
motivated them to declare their abhorrence
of a war which to date has taken over three
thousand American lives.
It is time for serious introspection on
our part, and while we are recalling those
liberties our forefathers guaranteed all of
us, it would be well to remember also the
immortal words of Voltaire, "I may not
agree with what you say but I'll defend
to the death your right to say it." If not
for this, for what have three thousand
Americans in Viet Nam lost their lives?

We have a hunch ...
In November 1964, President Johnson enumerated in this issue of the Anchor;
scored a landslide victory over his repub- we urge you to read them.
What is the point of all this? Well, it's
lican opponent Barry Goldwater_ A predominance of democratic victories was also a little early to be speaking of elections
felt in innumerable state and local elec- but while the memory of Governor Chafee's
tions. In Rhode Island Democrats took the visit is fresh in our minds, we wish to remind you that Mr. Chafee was elected by
majority of public officers in thirty-nine
cities and towns, and amidst all this dem- a predominantly Democratic electorate and
this was no matter of chance. Mr. Chafee's
ocratic victory Republican Governor John
H. Chafee prevailed; a republican sur- accomplishments far surpass the empty
promises so often heard by vote-minded
rounded by an army of democrats.
This look into the past is prompted by petty politicians, and because November
the visit Mr. Chafee made to Rhode Island will be upon us quicker than we realize,
we urge our readers to keep Mr. Chafee's
College last week.
The governor, as usual, spoke sincere 4y record in mind.
Many Rhode Islanders who were staunch
and forthrightly about the goals and problems -0f our state and in the process added Democrats have been ardent supporters of
a few points to his popul~ity rating. Some Governor Chafee. We have a hunch this
of the governor's suggestions for a- more trend will continue through next Novemefficient arid better state government are ber.

one of the great tragedies
· One of the great tragedies of life is the
failure to admit mistakes and to laugh at
them. When the gift of humor.--is lost,. something of the person is taken away that can
never be regenerated. When we begin to
take ourselves so seriously that we believe
we· cannot be wrong, and that any outside
criticism is seditious and cannot possibly
have any foundation in reality- that is
the time-to-be-worried~
Yet daily in this country there are
manifestations of this growing tendency
to dismiss all criticism of government inept_ness and brutality as communist-inspired. Thanks to . President Johnson's
propaganda barrages, the American people
now believe ·that they have been given
tlie task of ruling the world through ideological domination. One newsweekly recently ran an article on the Hell's Angels
and then, by a truly admirable succession
of non-sequiturs unmatched even by the
Secretary of Defense, concluded that peace
m~rches and protests are Nazi-inspired.
After the gales of laughter had -subsided,' we began to consider what this

Letters

to the

Dear Editor:
It seems that all we do is talk
of having
about the frustrations
to live with General !Education
Requirements but to date, no one
has attempted to change or wen
initiate interest in change of tMs
unmersal problem of all wndergraduates.
Where is the sense in requiring
an English or History major to
contend with a course in new
math, the conoeptions of wMch are
completely alien to their field of
concentration, and who will have
use for the subject
no further
once having taken the course?
Some will retort that it is a
challenge· or a course designed to
make the college student wellrounded. W-e do not see it this
way. A student's index is affected
by a poor grade in a subject for
which he has no present future
use, and the subsequent bad indications which appear in the student's record are misleading and
false to anyone. who inquires of
a, student's work in college.
When teaching U. S. History or
English, Composition or Politioal
Science, where will intersections,
groups and the like be of use.
It is our sincere wish that the
curriculum committee will seriously consider dropping those courses
from the general education requirements which have little or no
meaning in regard to thie specific
curriculum which has been chosen
by the student for his major concerntration.
The general education require-

Editor

ments will be in existence for a
long time if more students interested in their abolition do not
speak up.
Bewildered

To the Editor:
Your editorial on national literature is based, I think, on chauvinstic reasoning. At Zeast one imbe
must
qualification
portant
made, which is that this college
requires ENGLISH majors to have
at loost three courses in American
with the opportunity
literature,
for further concentration in this
area, if the student so desires.
Further, might I point out that
before these colonies were form-e.d·Britain had presented to all
men Chaucer, Spencer, Shakespeare, a.ind Milton.
Sinaerely yours,
John J. Salesses
Assistant Professor of
English Literature

ERRATA
A news item in last week's iissue of The Anchor listed Dr. John
Lindia as one of the newly-aPpointed vice presidents. Thls was
incorrect; Dr. Lindia was appointed director of summer sessions.
The Anchor regrets this error.
Contained in the feature column,
First Balcony was an item which
listed Robert Merrill as a tenor.
This is incorrect, Mr. Merrill is a ·
barotone. This error was made by
the Anchor and not by Dr. Salzberg who contributed the article.

meant. It was unusual at least to blame the
Nazis being outdated by a quarter century.
However, the basic tendency towards
smear by unsubstantiated association was
still there, one of the most effective and
overworked techniques that the John Birch
Society and other rightwing hate groups
use.
We cannot in any way condone, nor
can we find any grounds for understanding
of the double- think type logic that must .
necessarily be used in order to support
"An independ;nt student voice." Publi;hed by the student.'! of Rhode Island College.
these practices. There is a definite and
editorial opinions expressed on this page are solely those approved by the editorial
clear correlation between groups which boardTheof THE
ANCHOR, and do not necessarily reflect the views of Rh'?(le Island College or
are known to be anti-semitic, anti-clerical the Board of Trustees of State College,.
James P. Hosey
............ - ....._________
and violently racist and some of the right Editor-in-Chief----···Adrienne Gurdjian
News Editor _________________
seem
They
wing political organizations.
Merle Peirce
Feature Editor -----------------Ellen Fregeau
taken with the prospect of global conflict Make-up Editor -----------------Judy Smith
Business Manager ..........·-··-······--....._____________
with anyone.
....................... Constance Flanagan, Jean Bergantini
Editors-at-Large _______
People should take time out from being Advertising Manager ..................·-·······..·······-··································•............................. Frank ~oquin
Circulaticn Manaeor .................. :......_......................................................................... Craig MacQueon
Cathryn A. Ducey
influenced -by spurious governmental prop- Advisor
........._________________
Lynn Ann Loveless
aganda and actually study the issues at Organizatitmal Board Representative _________
Josephine Marcoccio, Pat Viscione, Pam Barker, Frank Moquin,
____
hand. If they could go even further to think Reporters
Meredith Thayer, Dick Kiley, Carol Voigt, Barbara Gilli, Eileen Neil, Jane Rooney,
Toni Maruska, Paul Hathaway, Irene Jubinville, Elaine Friden, Mary Frances
about and come to their own decisions
Veronica Garvey
about them maybe we would not have to Sports Mulcahy,
John Kurbec, Charles Duranleau. Frank Mlll'!>hY
_________
government.
....... Ron Berube, Walt Szellga
mediocre
and
inept
for
settle
Photograph.rs
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The'Dissonant''Playboy of Western World'
At RIC Subject of Panel Discussion
Appears
1

SENIOR LIST

Inasmuch as the senior list has been removed from the
bulletin board, any senior who wants to check the spelling of
'his or her name, curriculum, and type of degree, should visit the
Registrar's Office.
Lois L. Wartman
Registrar
A SPECIAL

MESSAGE

TO SENIORS:

It ls essential that the Placement Office be informed of your
post graduation plans. Please notify us immediately when you
make a -commitment for a position or for graduate school.
If you have questions or problems related to locating suitable
positions, come in and discuss them with us. We do have files
of current openings in almost every state.
Dorothy Zimmering
Placement Counselor
A Curriculum Committee sub-committee to evaluate the
College curriculum will hold hearings on May 3 and May 10
between 1:00 - 2:00 P.M. in Adams Library Conference Room 1.
The purpose of these hearings is to provide time for students
to present their views on the curriculum to the sub-committee.
All students who desire to make a presentation are welcome.
Seniors especially are invited.
'============================='j5,

First Balcony

By CHARLENE

HALL

The long awaited first edition of
the Young Peoples' Socialist League's new journal appeared last
Friday. Production difficulties had
held up printing and distribution
for over a month.
A number of faculty members·
found the Dissonant, as the new
paper is called, a valuable addition
to campus life, being a biting satirical comment on the foibles of
administration, faculty, students.
YSPL members announced that
the Dissonant is part of the group's
new program of action, designed
to inform everyone about the nature of Democratic Socialism, and
their own views on important political questions.
The editorial board noted that
the next issue is scheduled for May
and that it will most probably
appear again on the 12th and 19th.

Mrs. FrankE. Greene
NamedMotherof Year

C. SALZBERG
from Tosca, and Leonora's
d'arte,"
l
phenomena
the
Birgit Nilsson,
La
dramatic soprano gave an exciting "Pace, Pace, mio Dio," from
A luncheon in honor of Mrs.
All
recital on Thursday, April 21, at Forza del Destlno of Verdi.
Greene, Rhode Island
with Frank E.
By DR. ALBERT

Memorial Audi- were sung accurately and
the Veterans
torium. This, the last of the local taste, volume somewhat throttled
Community Concerts, was one of down fo accomodate the smallness
the most satisfying and one of the of the auditorium.
Throughout the singer showed
best received; for some reason
Providence audiences do not gene- herself a gracious lady evincing
rally react well to vocal artists, unusual deference toward her acbut they were highly enthusiastic . companyist, John Wustman, who
was asked to take several bows.
for Madame Nilsson.
At the Metropolitan Open House The soprano's reaction to the
Birgit Nilsson has impressed this warmth of her reception showed
re v i e w e r with her Jru:redible in the good-humored explanation
volume, her rich and fully sup- she gave of Sibelius "Varen flykported tones, her precision of at- tar," and of her three encores.
It is surely to be regretted that
tack and her clarion high notes.
These qualities were in evidence these series of concerts have come
in concert, but one was also im- to an end.
-----~-pressed by her ability to adjust
tone to the mood of a song, to
sing mezza voce, to spin ravishing
(Continued from Pag~ 1)
pianissimos, and to perform the
messa di voce, as she did at the sembly which makes it difficult
to pinpoint the responsibility for
beginning of "Pace, Pace."
Madame Nilsson's program was such appointments.
The Governor expressed his
similar to the one this reviewer
with the Consti,
heard in Carnegie Hall in 1962. dissatisfaction
citing
Constitution
Included were Wagner's "Traume," tutional
and "Schmerzen," songs of Schu- that it has been politically oribert, Richard Strauss, and after ented. Mr. Chafee feels there
intermission, the expected Nor- is a great need for mandatory rewegian material, this time songs apportionment. He explained that
by Sibelius and Greig. Also per- Central Falls with a population of
formed were three arais, "Dich twenty thousand has four deleteure Halle," from Tannhauser, gates while Warwick with a popuwhich opened the program, "Vissi l Jation of seventy thousand has

Ch f

a ee

Educators
endorse

it.

Professor Jacques Barzun,
Columbia University: "Invariably instructive.full, and
extremely easy to use. The
definitions are not only terse
and clear but also elegant ..•
a pleasure to read."

WORLD
(!)THE
PUBLISHING COMPANY
Cleveland, Ohio 44102

Professor Cleanth Brooks,
Yale University: "An able.
and expertly edited volume."
Professor Harry R. Warfel, ,
University of Florida :"It is
incomparably the best disk
dictionary now in existence."
Professor George E. Grauel,
John Carroll University:
"Its superior quality has
proven a stimulus to the entire field of American lexicography."
$6.95
Without thumb index $5.95

Mother of the Year, was held 'in
the Donovan Dining Center at
Rhode Island College on Saturday,
April 23.
An alumna of Rhode Island College, Mrs. Greene is the mother
of four children and the grandmother of 13. She is the wife of
Dr. Frank E. Greene, professor
of English at RIC and former
city editor of the Pawtucket Times
and managing editor of the Providence Visitor.
Mrs. Greene has been residence
director at Mary T. Thorp Residence at Rhode Island College for
five years, and in effect serves as
"mother" to the 144 girls living
there. She previously taught in a
private nursery school in Pawtucket.
The luncheon was arranged by
the Rhode Island State Mothers
Association.

1

By TONI MARUSKA

On Tuesday, April 19 the panel
discussion on "Playboy of the
Western World" was held in Amos
Lecture Room. The guest speakers
were Adrian Hall, Patricia Hellman, and William Neary of Trinity
Square Playhouse. Although Mr.
Hall did not direct the recent
Providence production he did direct the play in Nebraska and consequently had much to offer.
Mr. Hall discussed the advantages and disadvantages of a play
of this type. He felt the play
meaningful as it was taken from
actual human experience and had
for a core human values which
remain true today. The play expresses the universality of human
relationships at their best and
worst.
The problem of dialect in- the
play was presented. Mr. Hall found
the rhythm and colloquialism of
the Irish language difficult to
understand and convey. One scene
in the play was unanimously accepted as extremely difficult to interpret. It deals with Christy's
·(the playboy of the western
world) 'admission of killing his
father. The reaction of the townspeople was hardly one of condemnation; it was, in fact, one of admiration. The fact that these
people so openly accepted Christy
as a daring hero is difficult to
and the actors felt
understand
that before being able to convey
it, they must discover just what
factor would allow these people to
react as they did.
A resume of the play was given
by Mr. Hall, and Patricia Hellman

and William Neary gave their inof their roles. The
terpretation
audience seemed very impressed
by Pat Hellman's ability to verbalize the emotions she experienced
on stage as well as her awareness
of the audience reaction which
causes her to change pace according to their response. Her discussion was intelligent and illuminating and gave the audience profound insight into the role of the
actor on stage.
The mood of the play evokes an
emotion balanced somewhere between tragedy and comedy. To be
succe~sful the play must retain
this balance to the final scene. One
of the greatest pitfalls is when the
play is done for sentimentality
rather than reality. At this point
the individuality and richness of
the characters is lost.
"Playboy of the Western World"
was chosen by Trinity Square as
an excellent example of a school
of writing which has yet been little
exploited. It marks an important
of
in the stream
revolution
literature.
Mr. Neary and Miss Hellman
also reenacted a short excerpt
from the play. The manner in
assumed
which they instantly
their roles, not as actors but as
actual individuals living in the
world of the stage, was remarkable: Their presentation held the
audience almost mesmerized.
The discussion ended with a
coffee hour sponsored by Alpha Psi
Omega_ during which the audience
had opportunity to meet and speak
with the guests personally.

'Pictures In The
Hallway' Reviewed
By LYNNANN

LOVELESS

On Monday night, April 18th,
the Rhode Island College Fine
only three delegates. Mr. Chafee Arts Series and Dick Weaver prefeels the Constitutional Conven- sented Paul Shyre's adaptation of
tion should be run on a non-par- Sean O'Casey's Pictures in the
tisan basis.
Hallway.
Mr. Chafee stated that the state
All the gaiety, laughter, joy, and
must become more aware of the sorrow of a boy's growing up in
tourist industry · explaining that the troublesome years of Ireland's
out ·of 1.25 billion dollars spent rebellious quest for freedom were
in New England only 2.4 percent captured in O'Casey's delightful
was spent in Rhode Island. In play. Full of humor and pathos the
order to attract tourists the Govportrayed Ireland - its probernor ,cited the state's accomplish- play
!ems and its people - to the "nth"
ments in highway construction and degree. Wayne Maxwell gave an
the anti-litter campaign.
excellent performance as he beMr. Chafee said that these were came the young O'Casey facing the
very prosperous time~ and that we political, moral, and social probshould attempt to have a surplus lems of the day with the warmth
of funds in the state treasury. In and vigor of a robust, questioning
relation to this Mr. Chafee re- youth who was trying to find out
marked, "My principle problem
who he was an where he wa,s going
with the General Assembly is both politically and socially.
their inability to leave any money
Helena Carroll also gave an
in the treasury."
parperformance
extraordinary
Mr. Chafee stressed that if any
ticularly in her portrayal of the
futhe
in
necessary
is
raise
tax
young, innocent Alice who was 'so
ture 'he would. like to use the insurprised' by the youth's advances
salaries
better.
creased revenue for
after she had knowingly led
even
edufor state employees and more
him on.
cational assistance.
The versatility of the actors was
With reference- to the Federal
as they switched
Government Mr. Chafee made the very noticeable
Alan
comment that Congress seems to in and out of character.
evident
find new ways to spend any addi- Mixon's adaptability was
goodtional revenue that comes its way. in his role of the gruffly
The governor felt the Federal natured, stalwart, question-answerGovernment should give certain ing Uncle, while Eugenia Rawls
funds to states to use without admirably depicted the witty, worstipulations which are too rigid ried, hard - working mother who
to allow for necessary and prac- loved her children and wanted the
best for them. Paul Shyre himself
tical flexibility.

showed his remarkable talent both
as actor and director.
The entire production was well
worth waiting for, although it was
performed almost a week later
than originally planned. The cast ·
captured th~ warmth, humor, wit,
and charm of the Irish people as
depicted in O'Casey's play. Six
people definitely proved that what
had, at first glance, looked like a
'reading' was actually a wellplanned and well-performed play.

I.:--------------.
-• YAMAHA
• VESPA

• RABBIT
THREE BEST WHEN IT
COMES TO TWO WHEELS
Come to the
Collegiate headquarters for
cycles and scooters

& SKI
SCOOT
137 DYERSTREET
PROVIDENCE,R. I.
WE GUARANTEE
REMEMBER
WHATWE SELL!
& INSURANCE
G
E
COMPLETFINANCIN

, ,,_____________

_
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New Constitution Up For
Approva I By Stu d ents

MilitaryServiCie: Newport Folk Festival
WhereDoYouStand?Scheduled For July 21-24

(Continued from last Issue)
The Newport Folk Fetival, one Idaily by skilled artisans. A mountAll the services are rapidly
the summer's great musical ain potter, wood carver, and basof
shorttheir
in
The Student Senate has request- this y~ar, the elections committee filling vacancies
will be held July 21 through ket weaver will work beside Semievents,
at
early
makers,
ed a new constitution which will has determined that candidates for term programs, so apply
in Newport, Rhode Is- nole Indian patchwork
24
July
make it possible to operate more these offices may run for both an your local reserve unit. Accept-I land. In addition to the annual an Eskimo ivory carver and a
realistically in the context of to- officer's position as well as member ance depends on your ability to four days of evening concerts and Nova Scotia fisherman who will
day's development and growth on at large. This expiditious proced- fill a specific opening in a specific daytime workshops, the Board of weave nets and make lobster
our campus. Nothing drastic has ure will hopefully be avoided- in unit, e.g., a gunner, radio operator, Directors of the Newport Founda- traps.
maintenance repairman, etc. Find
been changed in this organization- the -future.
In keeping with the aims of the
tion have designated Wednesday,
Nomination this year for all can- out what spots are available and July 20, as a pre-festival day, Folk Foundation, traditional
aral charter; it has just gotten rid of
are
there
If
one.
for
the many encumberances that have didates will- be through petition. try to qualify
children. Os- tists from the United States, Canfor
geared
specially
your
set restrictions on the operations Those running for the officer po- no vacancies, you can put
car Brand will organize the child- ada and the British Isles will be
of the college's student govern- sitions will be required to have name on the waiting list without re:g_'s day, and has already lined an integral part of the 1966 festi· 150 signatures on their petition, commiting yourself to any special- up performers. such as Theo Bikel, val. Many of these artists have
.
ment.
Besides -the elimination in the while those running only for mem,. ty or even to service in that par- Judy Collins, Bessie Jones, Jean been located by the field work
main body of the constitution of ber at large will be required to ticular program.
A done by the Foundation during
Ritchie, Buffy Sainte-Marie.
Once you have actually enlisted,
.!paterial pertaining to functions have 100 signatures.
group of children from the city of the past year.
beto
ready
be
must
you
however,
FriPetitions will be available
other than student government are
Theo Bikel, Oscar Brand, Browsinging
will perform
Newport
_the following: more equitable rep- day from Dean Eustis and the fol- gin active duty within 120 days. games of the United States and nie McGee and Sonny Terry, Judy
comhave
z:esentation; the composition of the lowing members of the elections Remember: after you
Collins, Bob Dylan, Jack Elliott,
Canada.
finance committee; and more lib- committee: David Armitage, Ron- pleted your brief active stint,
the 1966 Mimi and Dick Farina, Flatt and
of
innovation
Another
depends upon
deferment
Phyllis Robert- draft
eral procedures for allowing stµ- ald LaFlamme,
is the inclusion of Scruggs, Carolyn Hester, Bessie
participa- Folk Festival
dents, individually and collective- shaw, and Ron Smith. All petitions continued satisfactory
crafts, which will Jones, Clark Kessinger, Phil Ochs,
folk
traditional
ly, to take part in their student must be returned to the elections tion in the Ready Reserve. And, be shown at the daytime programs, the Pennywhistlers, Jean Ritchie,
can't
employer
future
your_
if
4th.
May
on
p.m.
7
by
committee
government.
and will make an important con- Grant Rogers, Buffy Sainte-Marie,
The final election will be run spare you for more than two tribution to the children's day. Joseph Spence, and Howling Wolf
- It should also- be pointed out that
summer
of
weeks
two
the
provisions have been mad~ to con- with IBM voting equipment on weeks,
The complete wool process, from are among the many performers
drill may be all the "vacation"
t_inue the duties of all organiza- May 11th, 12th, and 13th.
the shearing of sheep to the fin- appearing at the 1966 Folk Festiof
The above policies are pending you'll get for the remainder
tions included under the old conished wool tweed will be shown val.
in approval by Student Senate and your six-year commitment. Hows_titution. Anyone interested
program
the
in
reservists
all
ever,
constitunew
the
of
passage
the
constitutional
seeing the proposed
are paid for every drill - an
changes, which will be coming up tion this week.
adds up to an extra
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;.
I amount that
for referendum today and · tomor- ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;
pay each
military
two-months
row,. will be able to study the
.
year.
document at the voting table.
The Army, Navy and Coast
KAPPA RAFFLE
Student Council Officers
Guard all offer programs for en~ The ·elections this year will start
listees requiring only two years of
Th
-May 5th and 6th with primaries
e prize offered at the Kappa
active duty. But chances for spe_fo r the following offices: president,
Delta Phi Pledge Raffle, which cialized training in two-year pro·who must be a member of the jugrams are very limited. If you
,nior or senior class during his term
want such training - or a comwas held in the Student Center,
of office, vice-president, secretary,
Wednesday, April 20, was won ipission - you will probably have
treasurer, and four members at
to devote at least three years to
large.
All candidates for these effices by Phyllis Shapiro, Room 23, active duty. However, this time is
not necessarily irrelevant to your
Weber Hall.
must...hav~ !l. minimum 2.00 index
civilian plans. Junior executives
in order to run for office.
are more promising if they come
Because of the pressure of time
I complete with the administrative
--------=-------~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
experience implicit in a military
commission. Engineers, chemists,
GEORGE WEIN presents
statistispecialists,
information
cians, personnel men and others
have an edge if they have spent
some time with their skills in the
The Newport Jazz Fes!ival
service before they start their
July 1, 2, 3, 4, 1966
first jobs. And, if it's important to
Four evening concerts; Friday, Saturday, Sunday, Monday. Three afternoon
concerts; Saturday, Sunday, Monday. Featuring: Count Basie Ruby Braff
you, your chances of seeing the
Dave Brubeck, John Coltrane, Miles Davis, Duke Ellington, Ella Fitzgerald'
world are increasingly good the
Mann:
~~i,o~l~~~t;'ontjim~~t'sm?t~o~i~r~f~:;;s,":i~~d~a~~r~t~~ra~erbl&
longer your term of active duty.
$3.00
Afternoons:
5.50
4.50,
$3.50,
Evenings:_
Officer Candidate Schools
••. an assortment of fine, nationally-advertised
You may apply for an Officer
The Newport Opera Festival
products- courtesy of famous manufacturers.
July 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 1966
Candidate School straight from
Presenting the Metropo.litan Opera Company of New York. Major stars,
college, or from the service in
Chorus, and Orch_estra in four operas In concert performance and five
You will receive such· products as these:
afternoons of musical workshops, panels, and lectures.
which you are already enlisted. In
Thursday, (rain date)
Wednesday, CARMEN
,:uesday, LA BOHEME
graduates
date)
rain
college
(Sunday,
only
AIDA
cases,
many
Saturday,
Friday, LUCIA DI LAMMERMOOR
Evenings: $3.50, 5.50, 7.50 Afternoons: $2.00
are accepted (see table for specific
Women
Men
requirements) and nearly all canThe Newport Folk Festival
didates must spend a minimum of
July 21, 22, 23, 24, 1966
Fresh Start Pond's
Old S~ice Lime After Shave
3-years active duty in exchange
Saturday, Sunday. Three All-Day
~i:ksivo";~~irFJa;~es~iu~~~'.s~~~d:;~day,
for the training and additional inHalo Shampoo
Featuring: Theo Sikel, Oscar Brand, Brownle McGee and Sonny Terry Judy
Pond's Dream Flower
.come offered to them as officers.
Collins, Bob Dylan, Jack Elliott, Mimi and Dick Farina Flatt and Scruggs
Carolyn Hester, Bessie Jones, Phil Ochs, The Pennywhlstlers Jean Ritchie'
visit
commission,
a
is
goal
your
If
'
'
Macleans Toothpaste
Grant Rogers, Buffy Sainte-Marie, Howling Wolf, and pthers.
Macleans Toothpaste
the Officer Procurement branch of
Evenings: $3.50, 4.50, 5.50 All Day Workshops: $2.00
Alka-Seltzer
you
the service which interests
Lustre Cream Shampoo
most.
SPECIAL DISCOUNT: deduct 20% from the list price of tickets for all
Absorbine Jr.
concerts 'If purchased by mall before May 15th.
Reserve Officer Trainlng
Etc., Etc.
Deep Magic Moistrue Cream
Programs
For information, write Newport Jazz, Opera, or Folk Festival. For tickets
Festival. Make checks payabl.e to the specific fest/val you
;Faeti~ ~~:;/nd
If your college offers ROTC
training, you probably know the
DISTRIBUTION CHARGE 25¢
For accommodations, write the Newport Chamber of Commerce, Newport,
Rhode Island 02840.
facts already. (Consult the table
for details of all the Reserve Of11you're age 12 through 21, you can fly to the Newport Festivals for half
(NOTE: Max l"llctorAth1r Shave Lotion restricted to certain are11s only.)
ficer Training programs.) But if
via
Plan,
Youth
American
the
of
creator
Airlines,
fare on American
you have not participated and are
Providence, R. I. To become eligible, just send $3.00 with the coupon below
This valuable array of products comes to you with
and receive your Youth Plan ID, plus a free copy of AA's Go Go American
now planning to do graduate work,
with $50 worth of discount coupons.
CAMPUS
of the manufacturers.
the compliments
it might interest you to know that
while the supply lasts ...
you can become a late starter in
American Airlines Youth Plan
PAC is yours-only
633 Third Avenue
any Reserve Officer Training proexclusively at
New York, N. Y. 10017
gram, provided you still have
,
........
..
..............
..,, ..., ..................
four years left as a student in
BIRTH DATE
NAME
which to complete the course. In
.........
most of these programs you reZIP
STATE
CITY
ADDRESS
ceive military training through.. ' ..
OF EYES
........................ cciLciR
out college and limit your acaCOLOR OF HAIR
demic schedule to fewer electives .
................

TGIFfor
Valuable
of
e ents
malstud

RHODE ISLAND COLLEGE
April_ 26 thru 29

The Newport Festivals

---------------------

___________
----

SIGNATURE

_
___

-aoOKST'ORE

(Courtesy

TIME,

Ti,me Inc. 1966)

Copyright

Rhode Island College
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Cars

\Nhy

MADE

BE

a11 Y,wgraf, and Julie Chriatie, a• Lara, in a
Alec Guinne.u,
David Lean's film of Bori11 Pa11ternak'11 "Doctor
scene from
Z!'ivago." Also starred inthe spectacular Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
picture, prof!uced by Carlo Ponti, are Geraldine Chaplin, Tom
Omar Sharif
Ralph Richardson,
Court~nay, Siobha_n_McKenna!
_as Zhivago, Rod Steiger and R,ta Tushingham.

Now Playini

e.t the ELMWOOD

THEATRE,

.Providence

That most typical product of
auto-American civilization-the
brings joy, jobs, mobility, freedom.
It also brings economic waste and
human pain. Death and destruction
on the highway are now the subject of muckraking books, rock-'n'roll ballads, congressional inquiry,
in
and serious self-examination
represents
auto
The
Detroit.
power, speed and progress - and
each of these elements involves
risk. As long as men move, there
will be accidents. But need there
be so much human cost? Clearly
the answer is no.
Asked not long ago why his industry did not design more safety
into its products, Ford Group Vice
Lee Iacocca replied:
President
"Styling sells, care and safety does
not." But the mood of carmakers
and their customers is shifting
drastically. The industry is rush-

Here are 7 knottyproblems
facing the Air Force:
can you help us solve one?

6. Space propulsion. As our
space flights cover greater
and greater distonces, prothan anypulsion-more
thing else-will become the
limiting factor. New fuels
and new propulsion techniques must be found, if we
are to keep on exploring
the mysteries of space. And
it may well be an Air Force
scientist on his first assignment who makes the blg
breakthrough!

7. Pilot performance.

1. Repairs in space. If something goes
wrong with o vehicle In orbit, how con it
be fixed? Answers must be found, il°largescole space operations ore to become o
reality. For this end other ossignments Air
force scientists end engineers will be
4-olled on to onswer in the next few years,
we need the best brains ovoiloble.
2. Lunar landing. The "'
exact composition of ,..'"' .. ·-:-····
the Junor surface, os
,
well os structure!
~
ond propulsion char,.,
acteristics of the space
vehicle, enter into
this problem. lmportont study remains to
be done-and, cs an Air Force officer,
you could be the one to do it!
The filling of
metabolic needs over very extende.d periods of time in space is one of the most
fascinating subjects that
Air Force scientists are investigating. The results
promise to have vital romilications for our life on
earth, as well as in outer

4. Space orientation. The orbital problems of a spocecraft, Including its ability
to maneuver over selected points on the
earth, ore of vitol importon~e to the mllitory utilization of space. There are plenty
of assignments for young Air Force physicists In this area.

space.

Important tests.muststill be
made ta determine how the
pilots al manned aero-.
spacecraft will react to
long periods away from
the earth. Of course
not every new Air
Force officer be- L,;2;::dfi:f=d"""
comes involved in research ond development right away. But where the most exciting advances are
taking place, young
Air Force scientists,
administrators,
pilots, and engineers
are on the scene.
Want to find out how you lit into the·
Air Force picture? Contact your nearest
Air Force representotlve, or mail the coupon today.
UNITEDSTATESAIR FORCE
Box A, Dept. SCP 64
Randolph AFB,Texas 78148
Nome,__________

3. Life-support biology.

_

IPl•ost print!

5. Synergetlc plane changing. The ability of a spacecraft to change altitude can
also be crucial to space operotions. Where
but in the Air Force could Sc.B.'s get the
chance to work on such fascinating projects right qt the. §/grt 91 thjjir soreers?

Callege, _____
Address __________

L

City ____

Cla" aJ,---

Srote--ZIP

BE PARTOF ITAM.ERICA'SAEROSPACETEAM

Must

_

Code-~

- And

Can

-

SAFER

ing to build safety devices into Council's estimate that 85% of all
from careless
result
cars, partly because the public is accidents
becoming aroused, and partly be- driving. Psychologists agree that
cause the manufacturers are afraid driving is a direct extension of the
that the federal and state govern- human personality, reflecting tenments will devise strict safety dencies to care, compassion, agstandards and force them on the gression or even suicide. Lately,
industry. Washington already has however, some polemicists have
safety and performance standards been trying to place all the blame
for every major form of transpor- on the machines, not on the man.
is
tation - except the automobile. Most conspicuous among these
gained
U.S. Senators Abraham Ribicoff, Lawyer Ralph Nader, who
Robert Kennedy, Gaylord Nelson attention at last week's congreshad
and others, who continued some sional hearings because G.M.
he
well-publicized hearings last week set private eyes on him after
Any
(see U.S. Business),. are pressing wrote a book, Unsafe at
Congress to establish minimum Speed. It is an arresting, though
safety requirements for cars, and one-sided, lawyer's brief that acprohibit from interstate commerce cuses Detroit of just about everyany vehicles or parts that fail to thing except starting the Vietnameet them, beginning with the mese war. The manufacturers deJohnson serve some knocks for arrogance
1967 models. President
wants that too, but is willing to and a laissez-faire attitude toward
give the automakers until Model- safety, but Nader and other reauthors weaken
Year 1970 voluntarily to comply cent anti-auto
with federal standards - and he their cases by overstating it. The
will doubtless get his way. Mean- traffic tragedy is a compound of
while the courts have begun, under many factors: bad roads, loose lithe doctrine of "strict liability," to censing, lax police, lenient judges,
liable for drinking and - not least - auto
hold the , automakers
crash damages resulting from de- construction. Says National Safety
Council President Howard Pyle:
fective or dangerous car design.
"There is no single offender. They
The Sinister Superlatives
The statistics bf malignant mo- are all interlocked."
toring are hard to face. One
Misrule of the Road
American is killed in traffic every
The first step toward safety
eleven minutes. More than onebe for the Government to
would
at
are
autos
quarter of all U.S.
the confusing, conflicting
out
iron
some time involved in an injuryjumble of state traffic laws. No
producing smashup. Since the auto
fewer than 12% of all fatal acci- '
was invented, it has killed 1,500,dents involve out-of-state drivers.
000 Americans, more than the toll
Experts estimate that if WashingnumThe
wars.
nation's
the
all
in
ton wei:e to make the laws and
ber of fatalities has jumped 29%
signs uniform on all roads - as
rate
death
the
since 1961. Though
they are throughout Europe-this
since
has been cut by two-thirds
alone would save 2,000 lives a
the 1930's, to 5.6 per 100 million
year.
vehicle miles -last year, car travel
Some states and· localities are
is still substantially more dangerdrivous than commercial plane travel. inexcusably lax in granting
incompeobvious
to
licenses
er's
lost
1965
in
Force
Air
..
The U.S
nearly as many men in car crashes tents. In New York, Massachudrug
as in air crashes, including Viet setts, Maine and Wyoming,
Nam combat. In the U.S. last year, addicts and mental defectives can
20 million cars were involved in get licenses. In Kansas, one state
ago
14 million accidents. They killed official discovered not long
receiving
people
the
of
10%
that
1,800,000
injured
people,
49,000
liothers, and permanently disabled aid-to-the-blind payments were
200,000. The economic cost: $8.1 censed to take the wheel. Children
billion in lost wages, propertly of 14 can be licensed in many
damage, medical and insurance states; in Montana, some 13-yearpayments - a sum equal to 1¢ for olds are permitted to drive - alevery mile driven, or 1.2% of the though one study by New York
gross national product. Auto ac- State showed that drivers under
cidents are the biggest cause of 18 have an accident rate 70%
death and injury among American higher than older ones. Most drivand adults ers are tested only once in a lifechildren, teen-agers
at
under 35. Unless the rate is re- time, under ideal conditions
highway
the
On
speeds.
low
living
two
every
of
out
one
duced,
Americans will some day be in- where they have to make 50 decisflunk
jured by a car, and one out of ions per mile - they would
Thirty
tests.
most elementary
72 will be killed.
auto
Alleviating these sinister super- states db not require periodic
states tend
latives is an exciting idea: it is inspection, and those
rates
possible not only to prevent a large to have the steepest death
Caliin
is
rate
fatality
highest
(the
to
also
but
accidents,
number of
in Connecticut).
immunize passengers against trau- fornia, the lowest
Undoubtedly, the law should be
ma and grave injury when accidents do occur. With effort and tougher on drinking drivers. Half
purpose, the nation could cut the of all the fatally injured drivers
traffic toll almost as sharply and are listed by police as "H.B.D."effectively at it did smallpox and Had Been Drinking. Tranquilizers
polio. In dozens of laboratories in also play a role: doctors calculate
Detroit, and on campuses from that one pill equals one drink. The
Harvard to U.C.L.A., engineers, U.S. might be wise to emulate
highway designers, Sweden, where police routinely
statisticians,
are working stop drivers and take suspected
and psychologists
toward the goal of "delethaliza- drinkers to the station house for
blood tests; anyone with more
tion."
The issue of auto safety is as than .05% alcohol in his blood
(about one cocktail) is
complex as it is emotional, and stream
is to sentenced to as much as six months
the inevitable temptation
lean on cliczyes and pick a scape- in jail. That is more than many a
goat. The auto companies for drunken driver in the U.S. gets for
years have blamed the driver, killing a child with his car.
(Continued next Issue)
pointing to the National Safety
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Dinner-Dance
Scheduled
By/Weber Dormitory
,
On Saturday, April 30, Weber
Hall will hold its first, dinner at
Maria's Restaurant
in Cranston.
The cocktail hour starts at 7
o'clock. For dinner, there is achoice of a steak or lobster dinner
and music will be provided by Vic
Bertani's Band. Tickets are $9 a
couple and RIC tumblers will be
given as favors.
Kathy Young is chairman of
the event; her staff includes Peggy· Daly, Maryann Van Beaver,
Karen Nelson, Susan Kelly, Karen
Gagnon, Joyce Gilkenson, Barbara

Eno, Kathy Foley, and Diane ' Bissonnette.

. ..

"

An interdorm softball team has
been organized and regular games
are scheduled Tuesdays and Thursdays at 5:30 p.m. at the Triggs
baseball field. Playoffs will be
held in the month of May.
The men of Weber Hall have
installed a radio station, WEER
and it is in operation from 6 a.m.
to 2 a.m. each day. The men spend
their free houri, serving as disc
jockeys, and recently an added attraction included "Exercises with
Uncle Eddie" when Edwin Gentley, a Weber resident, would conduct exercise,; in his physical education unifom early in the mprning in the courtyard.
WEER has only one watt power, but improvements are presently being made.

Honesty
(Continued from Page 1)
HAVi; FUN WORKING IN EUROPE.

WOR-K IN
EUROPE
Grand Duchy of Luxembourg, Adventurous students
now have an opportunity
to
work in Europe and earn as
much as $400 a mo;nth.
Among thousands
of avaUable jobs, most of which
require neither previous experience nor k;nowledge of a
~oreign language, are resort
work, sales work, hospital
work, farm work, and camp
counse)ing.
Wages and working conditions are the same as those
of the Europeans with whom
the young Americans work.
Tq encourage
working
in
Europe the American
Student
Information
Service
(ASIS) is awarding
travel
gr.ants ranging from $250 and
up to all job applicants.
Interested
students may obtai,u the ASIS 36-page booklet containing
every
job
category available in Europe
as well as wages, working
cortditiorts and photographs
of Americans on the job in
Europe by se;nding $2 (for
the booklet,
handling
and
air mail postage) to Dept.
XI, ASIS, 22 Ave. de la
Liberte,
Luxembourg
City,
of LuxemGrand
Duchy
bourg. The booklet also includes job and travel grant
applications.
. ..7,.--,;;s,-.-.,

portunity for appeal by both · the
stud~nt and other persons having
information pertinent to a particular case. This committee is
empowered to take "such action
as deemed appropriate."
One section of the Statement
on Academic Honesty directly affects the members of the student
1
body. It reads as follows:
STATEMENT ON
ACADEMIO HONESTY
Section rrw<!.

I.

General Statement
An academic community cannot achieve its aims unless its
members subscribe to a basic principle of intellectual honesty. The
search for truth and the communication of truth demand that
the participants have a deep-seated mutual confidence in the integrity of those with whom they
work. All members of the Rhode
Island College community ought to
be -sensitive to the need for intellectuar'honesty, even as a member of the larger community ought
to be sensitive to the need for
honesty. As the larger community
expects its citizens to refrain from
breaching its rules of personal
property and rights, so also the
academic community expects its
mem:bers to refrain from ·breaching its rules. A student who
searches sincerely and honesty
for knowledge and truth achieves
a meaningful education. A student
who wilfully violates the prin-

ciples of academic honesty (e. g.,
through cheating on examinations
and assignments,· plagiarism, altering or changing records, etc.)
is cheating himself, destroying his
integrity, and debasing the meaning of education.
Therefore, students, the faculty
and the administration,
are expected to strive for academic excellence: the faculty through constant . appraisal of their teaching and examining methods and
through intellectual challenge to
their students; students through
constant appraisal of their own
needs and desires in the ministration through support of the ethical and academic goals of both students -and faculty.
When wilful violation of intellectual honesty does occur, the
effects will be felt throughout the
entire academic community, for
students, faculty arid admini'stration will be involved. As community violations of law and ethics
are dealt with as societal infringements, so also are intellectual violations. A student who is wilfully
dishonest academically is subject
to consequences, ranging from an
effect on his grade, either on an
assignment, or on the course or
examination grade, to academic
probation or expulsion dep·ending
on the seriousness of the act. Any
student accused of academic dishonesty may appeal actiori taken,
either by a teacher or by the Committee on Academic Honesty to
the Committee on Academic Standing.
College Statement

on Plagiarlsm

Any attempt to present someone else's work as .one's O:\YD,on
quizzes,
examinations,
reports,
themes, or term papers, constitutes plagiarism, an act closely
analogous to the theft of money
or goods or to any form of swindling or fraud, and in the academic world at least, just as deplorable. There are various forms of
plagiarism, of which the following are most .common:
A. Word-for-word plagiarism This includes (a) the submission of another
student's
work as one's own; (b) the
submission of work from any
source whatever (book, magazine or newspaper article,
unpublished paper or thesis)
without proper acknowledgment by footnote or reference with in the text of the
paper; (c) the submission of
any part of another's work
without proper use of quotation marks.
B. Patchwork plagiarism -This
consists of a piecing together
of unacknowledged
phrases
and sentences quoted verba-

Whois your.idealdate?Thousands
use Central
Control
andits high-speed
computer
fora live;flesh-and-blood
answer
tothisquestion.
Youridealdate- sucha person
exists,of course.
Buthowto getacquainted?
OurCentral
Control
computer
processes
10,000
names
anhour.Howlongwould
it take
youto meeJ
andforman opinion
of thatmanypeople?
Youwill be matched
withfiveideallysuitedpersons
of theopposite
sex,rightin yourownlocale(or in any
areaoftheU.S.youspecify).
Simply,
send$3.00toCentral
Control
foryourquestionnaire.
Eachof thefivewill be
as perfectly
matched
withyouin interests,
outlook
and
'background
ascomputer
science
makes
possible.
CentralControl
is nationwide,
but its programs
are
completely
localized.Hundreds
of thousands
of vigorous
andalertsubscrib~rs,
a·11
sharing
thedesireto meettheir
idealdates,havefound
computer
dating·to
beexciting
and
highly
acceptable.
All five of yourIdealdateswill be delightful.So
hurry
andsend
your$3.00foryourquestionnaire.

CENTRALCONTROL,Inc.
22ParkAvenue
• Oklahoma
City,Oklahoma

tim
(or nearly verbatim)
from a variety of sources.
The mere reshuffling
of
(Continued from Page 1)
other people's words does spent as secretary revolutionary
not constitute original work. changes were achieved in Bay
C. Unacknowledged
paraphrase State education, including sharply
- It is perfectly legitimate increased teachers' salaries, opento set forth another author's ing of 50 new 'high schools, im_facts &r ideas in one's own provement of instructional methwords, but if one is genuinely ods, and establishment of a miniindebted to the other author mum school year.
From 1852 to 1859 Mann served
for these facts or ideas, the
debt must be acknowledged as president of Antioch College,
by footnote or reference with- and through the years espoused a
number of reform causes as well.
in the text of the paper.*
Because his influence extended beMany facts, ideas, and expres- yond Massachusetts
he is .consions are common property and sidered one of the fathers of the
need not be acknowledged (e. g., common-school
revival
in the
the fact that the Declaration of United States.
Independence was signed jn 1776;
Dr. Kiernan has been commisthe idea that the universal public sioner of education in Massachueducation is essential to the sur- setts since 1957. A graduate of
vival of democratic institutions;
Bridgewater
State College, with
such proverbial expressions as "A a doctorate from Harvard, Dr.
rolling stone gathers no moss," Kiernan previously served as a
or "New York is a great place to school principal and as a superinvisit, but I wouldn't want to live tendent of schools. He is currently
there"), but as a general rule, president-elect of the Council of
when one is in doubt, it is best Chief State School Officers.
to acknowledge indebtedness.
The only medical doctor in the
It is especially important that nation to head a liberal arts colall students understand the na- lege, Dr. Dixon became president
ture of plagiarism, for their writ- of Antioch College ·in 1959. He is
ten work will be judged rigorously graduate of Antioch, with an M.D.
for 'honesty.
from Harvard. He has also served
*e.g., the above paragraphs are on the staffJ of two hospitals and .
based largely on Sears, Harbrace the faculties of the University of
Gufde to the Library and Research Colorado and University of Pennsylvania.
Paper, p. 39.

Dedication

An invitation to enter the Miss R. I. Universe Beauty
Pageant ... April 29th. ALBEE THEATRE
SCHOLARSHIP.
SAVINGS BOND. EXPENSE PAID
TRIP TO MIAMI, FLORIDA.
$100 CASH AWARD. Name
Town or City .....................................
Date of Birth ....................................

~ ...........................................

Tel. No ........................

= ..····

Qualifications:
18-28 years of age, never have been married.
TALENT IS NOT REQUIRED.
Mail to: Mary O'Neil, Pageant Director
861 Reservoir Avenue
Cranston, Rhode I~land

Coming to Boston?
~
-~

Live at

FRANKLIN SQUARE HOUSE
Home Hotel for Young Women in Business, attending Boston Schools and
Colleges.
• lntown living, convenient lo downtown Boston
• Economical-Rates $20-$28 a week,
including any two meals a day
• Social Activities
• 64 year record of safety and
security

11 E. NewtonStreet, Boston,Mass.
co 2-1870

Lowesf Price on Gas

VinnieDuva's EssoStation
435 MOUNT PLEASANT
AVENUE
ESSO EXTRA 31. 9
ESSO REGULAR 27.9

.

